
Risk Management



An important rationale behind risk analysis is to avoid 
surprises.

Purpose :  to surface risk events as early as possible, 
thereby reducing or eliminating surprises. 

Can develop a good sense of possible sources of problems 
(or opportunities) that will affect their organization’s 
projects and operations
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 high scores - red zone efforts: projects that are sure to encounter 
problems. 

midrange scores - yellow zone efforts: there is enough uncertainty 
about their risk status that they should be approached with caution. 

 low scores - green zone undertakings: they do not require special 
consideration from the perspective of risk.



Trying to identify risks before a work effort is initiated

Principally at the earliest stages of the project life cycle

Checklists enable risk analysts to identify risks through systematic means. 

Focus on risk sources that experience suggests may affect their operations. 

By going through the checklist item by item, established sources of risk will not be 
overlooked



 Focuses on novel risk sources

 Brainstorming  a group of people get together and ask “What can 
we imagine happening in our operations?” 

 The participants are asked to come up with crazy possibilities—the 
wilder the ideas, the better. 

 During the session, no one is permitted to criticize the contributions 
of others. Participants are encouraged to build off each other’s 
inputs. As ideas are generated, they are written down. 

 At the end of the session, the group goes over the list of ideas that 
have been generated, and at this time they deal with them critically.

 Recently, people have had success conducting structured 
brainstorming sessions that are built around SWOT analyses



as part of the process of reviewing the status of their projects and 
operations each month. 

a simple listing of issues— things that warrant consideration—that have 
surfaced since the previous status meeting. Issues need not be bad. 

Will this have any effect on our operations?” Or they can reflect 
something serious.



When identifying issues, it is a good idea to tie them to an action item to make sure that they 
are not treated as interesting curiosities but entail some concrete investigation—for example:

•Issue: Next month will have three holidays. Will this have any effect on our operations?

•Action item: Report on this by March 25.

An important element of the issues log is the assessment of the anticipated impact of each issue 
in the list.

The issues log exercise has identified them as items that warrant further investigation.

Their possible qualitative and quantitative impacts should now be determined; then strategies 
for dealing with them should be developed. 





pending issues : issues that need to be addressed  should remain short

closed issues : have been handled and resolved  should grow long

If the pending issues portion gets longer and longer month by month  the number of issues that needs to 
be handled is growing faster than the capacity of the organization to deal with them.

Routine no-impact  color-coded green. They are not likely to present problems to the organization.

Untoward consequences color-coded yellow. It is possible that they will cause problems and should be 
explored a little more fully. 

Create problems  color-coded red.  a formal risk assessment process. 



There are certain human behaviors that are reasonably 
predictable, and effective risk analysts should be good 
at predicting their occurrence and consequences. 

Understanding crude models of behavior allows to 
anticipate both good and harmful behaviors in a 
reasonably objective fashion.



Eliyahu Goldratt (1997) emphasizes the importance of being aware 
of human psychology when scheduling work efforts. 

• student syndrome  tendency of people to put off doing a job until the last minute
consequence of multitasking  focus on most pressing items first and put off 
addressing lower-priority items until later. 

• if you give busy people work to do, don’t be surprised if they put off doing the work 
until the last minute and consequently miss their deadlines.

Parkinson’s Law (1993)“work expands so as to fill the time for its 
completion.” no matter how much safety you put into an estimate 
for a task’s duration, your team members will eat up that safety and 
will probably spend more time doing the job than allotted.

• recognize that your team members will spend all of whatever time you give them to 
carry out a chore



Fishbone diagram：Quality problems

Process/environment (P/E) diagram : trying to 
identify customer requirements

Flowchart : valuable for surfacing risks

A visual perspective





focus on key areas that contribute to an 
operation’s success. 

If these areas are not well developed or 
supported, then troubles are likely to 
ensure.



Manpower Issues

• Do we have enough people to do the job?

• Are they qualified to do the job?

• Do we have training programs in place to help them to be qualified?

• Are the training programs any good?

Design Issues

• Do we have adequate customer input?

• Are we dealing with the right customers?

• Are we using the right mechanism to capture customer needs and wants (for 
example, rapid prototyping)?



focus on how core processes needed for doing a job interact with 
their environment.

examining the interactions of processes with environmental 
factors to develop a better sense of hidden risk issues that can 
emerge。

• build a house  need to deal with regulators, suppliers, neighbors, and a host of 
other players in the environment; 

• running a customer hot line  the operations must be sensitive to the roles and 
actions of business law, the telephone company, and vendors. 





The diagram is developed by the picnic organizing committee members. 

The principal elements of the core process for holding the picnic are intentionally kept sparse. 

Reduced to five basic tasks: 

• 1. make arrangements with  caterers,      2. have discussions with park officials, 

• 3. issue final instructions to the picnic attendees, 4. check the weather the night before the picnic, 

• 5. hold the picnic. 

Even with large complex undertakings, it is important to portray the core process simply in just a handful of 
steps. 

Once the core process has been identified, the members of the picnic-organizing committee attempt to 
identify environmental factors that need to be taken into account. 

Need to identify pertinent environmental players and rules, and then they need to discover what risk issues, 
if any, these players and rules present to the picnic organizing effort. 



Picnic attendees:

• Are they aware of the arrangements? Do they have any interest in attending the picnic?

Park officials:

• What concerns might they have hosting a group of two hundred to three hundred people? Are they aware of the 
impending picnic, and do we have their support to hold it?

Weather bureau:

• Have we made preparations to deal with holding the picnic in the event of rain?

Entertainment committee:

• Has the entertainment committee done its job? Are activities well planned? Has the entertainment committee taken 
into account gathering equipment that may be needed for games?

Park regulations:

• What rules do we need to be aware of (for example, the park closes at sundown; no alcoholic beverages are 
permitted on park grounds)?



Social club treasurer

• Is there enough money in the treasury to cover the costs of holding the picnic? Will attendance 
fees cover the costs of the picnic? Has the treasurer established a process to collect all the 
attendance fees?

Caterer

• Does the caterer understand her role? Does she understand the food requirements for the 
picnic? Is she aware of the agenda for the picnic (in particular, the schedule for lunch and 
refreshments)?

Caterer’s subcontractors:

• Are the caterer’s subcontractor’s reliable?

P/E Diagram recognize that it is not only investigate internal sources 

of risk that arise from core processes but also external sources



enable us capture dynamic processes simply

easy to build and easy to read

be able to see how the process functions

work through the process step by step.

develop valuable insights about risks tied to the process.





External Design Review

• Who on the outside will be approving our designs?

• Will we have direct access to them?

• Do they have a political agenda that they might pursue?

• Will they turn around our submitted designs quickly?

Gather Data (Outside)

• How accessible are the outside data?

• Do we need special clearances to access them?

• Are there access fees, and if so, how much are they?

• How can we check to see that the data are valid and reliable?

Conduct External Review

• Who will be sitting on the external review panel?

• Are they aware of our research goals?

• Will they be promoting a particular point of view that we need to be sensitive to?



highlight logical inconsistencies in the process, 

point out bottlenecks

simply increase awareness of the degree of 
complexity of the project.



people get together and share experiences,   

learn what others are doing and have an opportunity to provide others with information about their own 
experiences and viewpoints.

depend on the collective intelligence of the group to identify risk issues.

• For example, George says: “We are about to purchase five thousand widgets from Beta Enterprises.”

• Marsha responds: “Haven’t you heard? Beta is in financial straits and may be filing for bankruptcy any day 
now.”

• George: “Is that so? If that’s the case, we had better look for a different supplier.”

Meetings provide an occasion where risk issues appearing in the risk log can be discussed. 

Risk-sensitive organizations set aside small blocks of time to go over the risk log during regular meetings. The 
attendees at the meeting can collectively determine which issues need serious attention and which do not, 
even suggest ways of dealing with them.



 Risk must first be identified.

 The process of risk identification enables risk analysts to surface potential risk 
events so that they can be investigated and, if necessary, handled by means of an 
assortment of risk treatment strategies. 

 Several approaches exist to help surface risk events systematically.

 They range from humdrum methods such as holding meetings, to analytical 
techniques, such as developing fishbone diagrams, to more creative approaches, 
such as conducting brainstorming sessions. 

 No one method is best. 

 In fact, it is a good idea to combine the humdrum with analytical and creative 
approaches in order to view potential risk events from multiple perspectives.





enable to develop a solid sense of the tangible 
consequences of the occurrence of risk events.

not be able to predict the probability of a 
terrorist attack on an important target, or the 
death of the chief scientist of a major 
laboratory, or a flood in the industrial heartland,



Only can estimate with reasonable accuracy the consequences of untoward 
events.

Example：

• if five factories are shut down by a flood for three weeks, it will result in X 
dollars of lost production. 

• if a building is destroyed in an earthquake, it will cost Y dollars to rebuild it.

There area various techniques to assess the impacts of risk events 
quantitatively.

Do not need advanced quantitative skills to employ techniques, because the 
data they are dealing with are so crude. 

Investigating the impacts of risk that are employed by risk analysts



A model is a simulacrum of reality. Example:

• Aeronautical engineers build scale model aircraft whose aerodynamic properties 
can be tested in wind tunnels. 

• Architects develop tabletop models of new building complexes in order to enable 
their clients to visualize what will be constructed for them.

• Meteorologists build computer models of weather systems, allowing them to 
predict actual weather patterns under different conditions.

Models can simulate reality without directly experiencing it.

Simulation enable to understand what are studying and to 
predict consequences associated with different scenarios.



Developing quantitative models can be helpful when trying to examine the 
consequences of risk events. 

The models may be as simple as a spreadsheet budget or as complex as a 
mathematical representation of a product, process, or project in all of its 
details. 

Simple or complex, models give analysts an opportunity to examine the 
outcomes of risk events when viewed according to different assumptions.

You don’t actually have to experience failure firsthand to understand it and its 
ramifications!











What if the design engineers are a week late in joining the project effort? What 
will be the impact of this cost and schedule change?

What if our client insists on our finishing phase 1 of the project two weeks 
earlier than planned? How many more resources do we need to apply to the 
project to meet the new schedule requirements? What are the cost implications?

What if our project budget has been cut by 20 percent? How should we 
reconfigure the tasks in order to achieve the project goals? What are the 
schedule and scope impacts?



Show the outcome of events associated with different values we 
specify for variables and parameters. 

By adjusting the values carefully, able to identify how sensitive the 
process or project we are examining is to changes in the conditions it 
encounters. 

Major changes in conditions have little impact; in others, even minute 
changes affect the process or project strongly.



Mathematical expectation enables to compute the expected 
value of an event, given that we know the values of specific 
outcomes associated with the event and their probabilities.







explore how benefits vary under different conditions. 

used most heavily for making investment decisions (including project 
selection decisions), but usefully to support quantitative risk impact 
analyses.

The conceptual grounding : taking some measure of benefit and 
dividing it by some measure of cost, create a ratio that assesses the 
trade-off of one against the other.

The most typical measure of benefit is revenue. 



B/C = 1.0 indicates a break-even situation:

benefits and costs exactly offset each other. 

B/C > 1.0 indicates that benefits exceed costs. 

making a profit.

B/C < 1.0 indicates that costs exceed benefits. 

losing money.



In government projects and corporate infrastructure 
projects where no revenue is generated, benefits are 
usually measured as cost savings.

For example

• an information technology department trying to decide which customer 
relationship management (CRM) product to purchase and implement. It 
must make a choice from among three products: CRM-A, CRM-B, and 
CRM-C. 





Benefit-cost ratios are valuable when they are 
carried out properly, but there are some obvious 

pitfalls associated with computing them.

• losing sight of the absolute size of benefits 
and costs, 

• not assessing when payback occurs, and 

• measuring the wrong stuff.

Three are 
examined: 



Benefit-cost ratios are size independent. A ratio can be generated in an infinite number of 
ways. 

Ratio: dimensionless. What are the absolute sizes of the benefits and costs that have gone into 
this ratio? This is particularly important when comparing ratios among investment alternatives. 

• Investment A ratio of 3.4, -Investment B’s ratio is 2.7. 

• Investment A appears to be a clear winner until you learn that it reflects a $1,000 investment 
(with $3,400 in returns), while investment B entails a $1 million investment that generates $2.7 

million in returns. 

Knowing the absolute size of the values going into the computation will likely have an 
important bearing on how the ratio is interpreted.

This pitfall is not fatal. It is easily resolved if make it a requirement to have reported benefit-
cost ratios always be accompanied by the absolute values of benefits and costs.



When comparing the investments, investment A’s benefit-cost ratio of 3.4 
appears more attractive than investment B’s ratio of 2.7. 

However, when you learn that investment A will realize its $3.4 million return 
in five years, while B will realize its $2.7 million return in two years. 

Better recapturing investment earlier rather than later and that investment B 
is more attractive than investment A from the perspective of payback.

To deal with this potential problem, must ask: “When will payback occur for 
the investment we are reviewing?”



This phenomenon often arises in the form of something called the specification 
problem. 

In developing a model of the revenue stream associated with an investment 
usually:

• specify the growth will occur in a linear fashion, while in reality it will be nonlinear.  

• assessment of benefits may look at only immediate first-order benefits, while the true benefits may 
be second order or third-order effects. 

• in computing benefits, may include only easily measured items, while the greatest benefits may be 
intangible.

Dealing with a fatal deficiency, will be making decisions based on the wrong 
assumptions and the wrong data and will likely be making the wrong decisions. 



There is no foolproof method for dealing with poorly 
specified models.

The best can do is 

• continuously review assumptions and data for appropriateness and 
accuracy. 

• compute benefit cost ratios for investments using different 
assumptions to see whether by changing assumptions, will change the 
decision. 



Projects often take on a life of their own, and no one is sure whether to 
continue them or kill them. 

• On one side you have people saying, “We can’t abandon this project.We have too much invested 
in it.” 

• On the other side, you have an equally vociferous group saying, “We can’t keep supporting this 
loser. If we do, we are throwing good money after bad.” 

both arguments is lack any substance. 

• primarily concerned with the politics of budgeting. we spent a lot of money on a project and 
then abandoned it without showing any benefits, they will be angry with us. 

• concerned with wasting resources (a good concern), but its argument is articulated with empty 
words. What is “good money”? What is “bad money”? These are emotional terms and are no 
substitute for facts and solid financial reasoning.





approach employs the use of benefit-cost ratio analysis. 

How to decide whether continue supporting it or kill it? The sunk cost approach provides 
useful guidance.

With this approach, temporarily forget about the money have spent on the project to 
date when reviewing a project’s financial performance. The expended funds are given 
the name sunk cost  gone and are no longer under control. 

under control  decision whether should spend future monies to continue the venture 
 need to calculate how much return will gain by completing the project.

• If the gains are substantial in relation to the additional investment, then move ahead with the project. 

• If the gains are small, then kill it.





Sunk costs at the end of month 3 are $60,000. 

estimated that $80,000 is required to continue the project. 

If we spend $80,000 to finish the project, how much revenue will the $80,000 generate? 

• the projected answer is $120,000. 

• The benefit-cost ratio associated with the continued investment is 1.5 (120,000/80,000).

• Recall that this company requires that the benefitcost ratios associated with an investment be 2.0 or 
greater. 

• The B/C of 1.5 does not meet this requirement, 

so a recommendation is made to kill the project on financial grounds. 

Should take the requested $80,000 and put it somewhere else where it can generate the 
level of return required. With a required benefitcost ratio of 2.0, the $80,000 should be 
capable of generating at least $160,000



the estimated cost to complete the project at month 3 is now $60,000 
(as opposed to the $80,000 in Scenario A). 

If this $60,000 is spent to complete the project, the organization will 
gain $120,000 in revenue. 

The benefit-cost ratio is 2.0, which meets the corporate investment 
requirement. 

You might as well complete the project, because you will not be better 
off spending the $60,000 elsewhere.

The sunk cost technique for making go/no-go decisions offers an  

important contribution to the logic of risk impact analysis: when 

examining the impacts of different risk scenarios, don’t spend 

too much energy focusing on things you do not control.



Quantitative assessments of risk impacts examine some commonly 
employed perspectives and techniques that help risk analysts do jobs.

The quantitative assessment  modelling (simple spreadsheet budgets 
to sophisticated simulations).

The quantitative assessment used techniques, such as expected value 
analysis, benefit-cost analysis, and the sunk cost approach to making 
go/no-go decisions.


